Time to put a tighter lid on PAC contributions in Maine

If Republicans can pour a quarter of a million dollars into a state race, something's wrong.

Maine leads the nation when it comes to campaign finance reform, with one big, glaring exception. Unlike the rest of New England and all but a dozen other states, Maine allows unlimited contributions from any source to flow through political action committees and into our elections.

Back in the 1970s, PACs were seen as a solution to the problems of big money buying undue influence in races for federal offices. The idea was to allow average citizens to pool their small donations in order to speak as loudly as moneyed special interests.

PACs were supposed to be a vehicle for more inclusive fundraising and an agent of disclosure so that Americans could see who was paying for campaigns.

But today Maine's lax PAC laws do not serve Maine people well, and this truth was clearly revealed in last Sunday's Maine Sunday Telegram article by Kevin Wack.

Contributions from out-of-state businesses are not typical for Maine PACs either, but they are perfectly legal. Donations from extraordinarily wealthy donors are not the majority of contributions to Maine PACs, but they are perfectly legal, too.

While there is some question about whether or not the RGA donations were reported accurately, it is safe to say that Maine law simply does not prevent such large and targeted donations.

This is just one example of many that could be offered to describe a single donor using the permissiveness of Maine PAC laws to radically alter the tone and quality of a Maine campaign.

Maine Citizens for Clean Elections proposes a simple, three part solution that could and should be passed this year and put in place immediately – well before the next gubernatorial election.

First, we must limit the size of individual contributions to PACs. Our group proposes a limit of $1,000 per two-year election cycle.

Second, there must be a limit to the amount one person may give to all PACs combined. We suggest a limit of $10,000 per two-year election cycle.

Third, corporations should not be allowed to give any contributions at all to PACs. Our group proposes a limit of $1,000 per two-year election cycle.

There is no better place to start than by reining in the huge contributions that flow through Maine PACs, distorting our elections in the process.

Maine deserves better, and the time for the legislature to act is now.

-Special to the Telegram
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